Abstract: Soil salinity caused by climate change associated with rising sea level is considered as one of the most severe natural hazards that has a negative effect on agricultural activities in the coastal areas in most tropical climates. This issue has become more severe and increasingly occurred in the Mekong River Delta of Vietnam. The main objective of this work is to map soil salinity intrusion in Ben Tre province located on the Mekong River Delta of Vietnam using the Sentinel-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) C-band data combined with five state-of-the-art machine learning models, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks (MLP-NN), Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBF-NN), Gaussian Processes (GP), Support Vector Regression (SVR), and Random Forests (RF). For this purpose, 63 soil samples were collected during the field survey conducted from 4-6 April 2018 corresponding to the Sentinel-1 SAR imagery. The performance of the five models was assessed and compared using the root-mean-square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the correlation coefficient (r). The results revealed that the GP model yielded the highest prediction performance (RMSE = 2.885, MAE = 1.897, and r = 0.808) and outperformed the other machine learning models. We conclude that the advanced machine learning models can be used for mapping soil salinity in the Delta areas; thus, providing a useful tool for assisting farmers and the policy maker in choosing better crop types in the context of climate change.
Introduction
Soil salinity, which has significantly affected on agricultural activities worldwide, is considered as one of the major environmental hazards caused by natural or human-induced processes. This phenomenon has become increasingly more severe due to the climate change impacts associated with the rising sea level [1, 2] . Globally, it is estimated that approximately 230 million ha of irrigated land and 45 million hectares of farmland are affected by salinization processes [2, 3] . Therefore, careful monitoring and mapping of the soil salinity is required to secure sustainable land-use and to support the management practices undertaken reclamation and rehabilitation, especially in the tropical and semi-tropical areas, where climate change is forecasted more intensification together with an increase population density.
The literature review shows that a number of approaches for mapping and assessing soil salinity have been used and proposed. The conventional methods such as field-based measurements and laboratory analysis are commonly utilized; however, these approaches are costly, laborious, and inappropriate to the soil salinity change analysis [4, 5] . Therefore, remote sensing technologies have been intensively used to characterize and to map soil salinity in the last two decades. Various studies have successfully employed remote sensing data to map soil salinity using multispectral optical sensors and hyperspectral data based on the correlation between several indices information derived from spectrum bands and soil reflectance spectra [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Optical remotely sensed data have been widely employed to map and to estimate soil salinity in arid and semi-arid regions. For instance, Douaoui, Nicolas, and Walter [6] observed a weak correlation between vegetation indices i.e., NDVI derived from the SPOT XS imagery and soil salinity whereas El Harti, Lhissou, Chokmani, Ouzemou, Hassouna, Bachaoui, and El Ghmari [8] used multi-temporal Landsat TM and OLI images from 2000 to 2013 to monitor salinity in soil in central Morocco. Several studies employed very high spatial resolution (VHS) i.e., the QuickBird and the IKONOS imageries to assess soil salinity using a variety of vegetation indices. They pointed out that high spatial resolution data often produce better results compared to medium spatial resolution in mapping soil salinity [5, 7] . Additionally, hyperspectral data, i.e., Hyperion EO-1, has become a promising source of data in mapping soil salinity as it provides large spectral resolution and is able to quantify soil salinity [9, 10] . However, a limited and very few available hyperspectral data resources have resulted in difficulties in mapping soil salinity in large areas.
Although some progress was made for mapping soil salinity using vegetation indices derived from different optical satellite remote sensing images; however, to date, surprisingly, no research has assessed the soil salinity in the tropical and semi-tropical areas, especially in Delta regions where soil salinization has become more severe due to the climate change impacts associated with rising sea level. This is because clouds occur most often over the tropics, resulted in the systematic difficulty in using the optical remotely sensed data for mapping soil salinity [11] ; therefore, radar (radio detection and ranging) images have been considered [2, 12, 13] .
The key issue of using the radar images for the soil salinity mapping is that the radar backscattering is sensitive to dielectric constant [14] . Thus, in radar remote sensing, radar sensors transmit microwave energy, and then, measure the amount of energy backscattered from the soil without being effects of climatic and temporal conditions. The backscattered energy is transformed to intensity and phase images as complex numbers. The dielectric constant is also presented in a complex number, which consists of the real part and the imaginary part. The first part presents the degree of polarization of the soil under the effect of the radar wave energy and called the permittivity. The second part relates to the degree of energy absorption of the soil and called the loss factor [15] . High values of the loss factor cause the energy absorption which result in low backscattering coefficient; therefore, loss factor can be used for soil salinity mapping. Lasne, et al. [16] confirm that, at microwave frequency range 1-7 GHz (Sentinel-1 with C-band and central frequency of 5.404 GHz), the imaginary part is sensitive to soil salinity, whereas the real part is more related to the moisture content. Consequently, radar images have used successfully for soil salinity mapping in several areas. Bell, et al. [17] employed the fused AirSAR/TM image and the combined perturbation and Dubois models to assess salinity levels for the coastal area of Kakadu National Park (Australia) with the conclusion that the saltwater intrusion could be identified. Barbouchi, Abdelfattah, Chokmani, Aissa, Lhissou, and El Harti [12] investigated statistical relationships of field salinity measurement and Radarsat-2 data for two semi-arid areas in Morocco and Tunisia with the report that temporal change in soil salinity could be estimated with the use of SAR images.
To improve the quality of soil salinity mapping, several machine learning algorithms were used in combination with radar data. Metternicht [18] used Japanese earth resource satellite (JERS-1) SAR data (L-band) and fuzzy classification to detect salinity-alkalinity affected areas with accuracy of 81%. Partial least squares regression (PLSR) has been used to map the salt concentrations in soils [7, 19] with a conclusion that PLSR provides better prediction accuracy than stepwise multiple regression (SMR) method. Nurmemet, et al. [20] used machine learning algorithms (Support vector classification and decision tree) and fused data (Landsat ETM+, PALSAR, and Radarsat-2) for soil salinity monitoring in Northwestern China. They pointed out that machine learning and the fused data are an effective tool in detecting soil salinization. In more recent research, Nurmemet, et al. [21] , reported that wrapper-based support vector machine can be used together with PolSAR Data for soil salinity mapping at semi-arid areas. In a newly research, Taghadosi, et al. [22] showed that soil salinity mapping is viable for semi-arid areas with the used of Sentinel-1 SAR data (VV, VH, and their derived texture) and support vector regression.
Overall, despite the availability and freely access of SAR data (i.e., Sentinel-1 SAR C-band data) captured for the tropical areas (i.e., in the Mekong River Delta of Vietnam); however, to the best our knowledge, no study has been conducted to map soil salinity using the SAR data for the tropical areas, resulting in the limited up-to-date information on salinity in soil using the remote sensing data. In addition, although ML techniques can handle high dimensionality problems and are able to deal with a small dataset and to achieve reasonable prediction accuracies; however, to date, study has investigated the usability of machine learning techniques for mapping soil salinity is still rare with very few cases mentioned above. More importantly, no study has investigated the effectiveness of advanced machine learning techniques and the SAR data for assessing soil salinity. Therefore, this research attempted to fill this gap in the current literature by investigating five state-of-the-art machine learning techniques, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks, Radial Basis Function Neural Networks, Gaussian Processes, Support Vector Regression, and Random Forests, to map soil salinity using the Sentinel-1 C-band data in Ben Tre province located on the Mekong River Delta, Vietnam.
Material and Methods

Description of the Study Area
The study area is the Ben Tre province, which is located in the Mekong river delta in the Southern Vietnam ( Figure 1 2 . Average elevation of the province is 1-2 m above the sea level. The population of the province is 1,267,060 people in 2017 and the distribution is uneven. More than 90.3% of the population reside in rural areas where agriculture and aquaculture are the main economics sectors. Around 75.4% of the total area is the agricultural land (around 178,000 ha), which includes the rice land (45.5%), the vegetable land (3.0%), the sugar cane land (3.3%), the aquaculture land (18.0%), and other [23] .
Climate patterns are characterized by a tropical monsoon with two separated seasons, a rainy season from May through November and a dry season lasting from December to April [24] . The average rainfall is from 1200 mm-1500 mm and the rainfall is mostly distributed in the rainy season (>75% the total yearly rainfall). Temperature is quite stable throughout the year with an average temperature of 27 • C. The hottest month is May where the temperature may reach to 29 • C, whereas the coolest month is December the temperature could down to 25 • C [23] . Soil in the province is characterized by high in sediments driven by the annual flood events in the low Mekong River Delta [24] and can be classified by three main types, alluvial, acid sulfate, and saline [25] . In the province, salinity intrusion is a naturally problem where the saline water intrudes the land when tide rises through the three rivers, the Dai river, the Ham Luong river, and the Co Chien river (Figure 1) . In recent years, this problem, which has seriously influenced to the rice production and other agricultural activities, is seemed to be severe due to groundwater extractions, dam operations at the upstream of the Mekong river, and climate change [26] . The salinity intrusion problem is particularly severe in the dry season (January to April) due to very low discharges of the river system. Therefore, study on soil salinity and its intrusion for land-use management and finding prevention measures in this province is an urgent task in Vietnam. Soil in the province is characterized by high in sediments driven by the annual flood events in the low Mekong River Delta [24] and can be classified by three main types, alluvial, acid sulfate, and saline [25] . In the province, salinity intrusion is a naturally problem where the saline water intrudes the land when tide rises through the three rivers, the Dai river, the Ham Luong river, and the Co Chien river (Figure 1) . In recent years, this problem, which has seriously influenced to the rice production and other agricultural activities, is seemed to be severe due to groundwater extractions, dam operations at the upstream of the Mekong river, and climate change [26] . The salinity intrusion problem is particularly severe in the dry season (January to April) due to very low discharges of the river system. Therefore, study on soil salinity and its intrusion for land-use management and finding prevention measures in this province is an urgent task in Vietnam.
Data Used
Soil Sample Collection and Processing
Because the salinity intrusion problem is particularly severe from January through April, especially in April every year; therefore, field surveys were carried out from 4-6 April 2018 to correspond to the Sentinel-1 SAR imagery acquired. A total of 63 sites were investigated and collected soil samples. These sites were selected by hand based on the land-use status map 1:25,000 which was provided by the local authority of the province. However, this map was produced on 2015; therefore, it was only a very coarse guidance for selecting these sites. Coordinates of the investigated sites in the national reference system (VN-2000, UTM map projection, Zone 48) were identified using a handhold GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System). The depth of the collected soil was from 0-30 cm, and as a result, 63 soil samples were collected. Figure 2 shows photos of two sample site at the Ben Tre province.
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Because the salinity intrusion problem is particularly severe from January through April, especially in April every year; therefore, field surveys were carried out from 4-6 April 2018 to correspond to the Sentinel-1 SAR imagery acquired. A total of 63 sites were investigated and collected soil samples. These sites were selected by hand based on the land-use status map 1:25,000 which was provided by the local authority of the province. However, this map was produced on 2015; therefore, it was only a very coarse guidance for selecting these sites. Coordinates of the investigated sites in the national reference system (VN-2000, UTM map projection, Zone 48) were identified using a handhold GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System). The depth of the collected soil was from 0-30 cm, and as a result, 63 soil samples were collected. Figure 2 shows photos of two sample site at the Ben Tre province. When the collected samples arrived at the laboratory, they were kept in the enamel tray, where the temperature of the laboratory room was controlled to be not exceeding 35 °C. Subsequently, pieces of material in the samples such as stone, wood, and roots were removed before being finely ground with an agate mortar and pestle until they were passed through a 2 mm sieve. In the next step, the electrical conductivity (EC) was measured from an unfiltered 1:5 soil/deionized water suspension [27] at 25 °C. Soil suspensions were prepared using 35 mL of distilled water and 7 g of soil into 50 mL plastic centrifuge tubes (No. 06-443-20, Fisherbrand), and then, they were shaken continuously using a mechanical shaker (132 rpm) for 60 min and at 25 °C to dissolve soluble salts. Finally, EC was determined using a conductivity probe (Sension 378; Hach Co., Loveland, CO, USA). When the collected samples arrived at the laboratory, they were kept in the enamel tray, where the temperature of the laboratory room was controlled to be not exceeding 35 • C. Subsequently, pieces of material in the samples such as stone, wood, and roots were removed before being finely ground with an agate mortar and pestle until they were passed through a 2 mm sieve. In the next step, the electrical conductivity (EC) was measured from an unfiltered 1:5 soil/deionized water suspension [27] at 25 • C. Soil suspensions were prepared using 35 mL of distilled water and 7 g of soil into 50 mL plastic centrifuge tubes (No. 06-443-20, Fisherbrand), and then, they were shaken continuously using a mechanical shaker (132 rpm) for 60 min and at 25 • C to dissolve soluble salts. Finally, EC was determined using a conductivity probe (Sension 378; Hach Co., Loveland, CO, USA). It is noted that the EC meter was calibrated by KCl standard solution (1.413 dS/m) (Cat. No. 2974326, Hach Company, Loveland, CO, USA) prior to soil suspensions measurement.
Sentinel-1 SAR Data
In this research, a Sentinel-1B SAR Interferometric Wide-Swath Mode (IW) image for the study area was obtained from the European Space Agency (ESA) Copernicus Sentinels Science hub (https: //scihub.copernicus.eu/). In the IW, the Sentinel-1B acquires images over a 250 km swath at 5 m by 20 m spatial resolution [28] . It should be noted that the Sentinel-1 mission consists of two satellites, Sentinel-1A (launched on 3 April 2014) and Sentinel-1B (launched on 25 April 2016), which carry the C-band SAR instrument (3.75-7.5 cm wavelength and central frequency of 5.404 GHz) onboard, providing a revisit cycle of 6-day [29, 30] . We selected the Sentinel-1B SAR data acquired at 6 April 2018 because it matched to the dates of the field surveys of this project. The image was acquired in the descending direction and processed to the standard Level-1 ground range detected format (10 m resolution) and in two dual-polarized, VV and VH. The incidence angle ranges from 30.85 • to 45.97 • .
Machine Learning Algorithms Used
Because the accuracy of soil salinity mapping is dependent on method used and no method is the best for all region [22, 31] ; therefore, in this research, five advanced machines learning algorithms were considered, Multilayer perceptron neural network, Radial Basis Function neural networks, Gaussian Processes, Support Vector Regression, and Random Forests. Since detailed descriptions of these algorithms are well-presented in literature i.e., in [32] ; therefore, in this section, some of the main salient features of these algorithms were outlined.
Neural Networks
Neural Network (NN) is one of the popular machine learning algorithms and has proven its efficiency in estimating various biophysical parameters using satellite images, such as soil moisture [33] , soil salinity [31] , and digital soil mapping [31] . The main advantages of NN is that it is flexible and works well for complex problems with high prediction accuracy, with both large and small samples. The performance of NN is influenced by its structure and algorithms used to optimize its weights. Although many NNs have been proposed, however, for regression problems, Multilayer perceptron NN (MLP-NN) and Radial Basis Function NN (RBF-NN) are considered as the most widely used [34] ; therefore, they were selected for this analysis.
For MLP-NN, this model has typically three layers, input, hidden, and output. The number of input neuron is equal to number of input variables, whereas the number of hidden neuron must be computed, whiles, the number of output neuron is one presenting the values of EC in this research. Behavior of the MLP-NN model is characterized by synoptic weights between the three layers. These weights are initiated, and then, updated using the back-propagation algorithm [35] through iteration processes.
For RBF-NN, this model also consists of three layers as in MLP-NN; however, it differs from the hidden layer carried out computations [36] . Thus, the hidden layer of RBF-NN is alluded to the RBF units, which cluster the input neurons into new space using the K-means algorithm. For build the RBF-NN model only number of cluster is required.
Gaussian Process
Gaussian Process regression (GP) belongs to powerful state-of-the art machine learning algorithms, which have widely used for estimating biophysical parameters using satellite imagery i.e., chlorophyll concentration [37] , soil moisture [38] , and forest aboveground biomass [39] . Using a Bayesian statistics, GP formulates the regression model where its parameters are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. The main advantage of GP is possibility to automatically optimize its parameters [40] to derive high performance models.
Consider a soil salinity dataset D = ([X i , y i ], i = 1, 2, . . . , m) with X i ∈ R n is a matrix of m input variables with n observation, whereas y i ∈ R is the output value, i.e., electrical conductivity (EC) in this research, the relation of the input and output variables is formulated via GP by using the equation as follow:ŷ
where α i is the weight and K is the Radial Basis kernel function (RBF) (Equation (2)) [41] .
where β is the scaling factor and σ is the kernel parameter. The performance of the GP model is dependent on the parameters β and weights α i and they could be automatically turned and optimized through maximizing the marginal likelihood [42] . Whereas, the parameters σ was determined based on the data at hand.
Support Vector Regression
Support vector regression (SVR) is a regression version of support vector machines, which was developed based on the statistical learning theory [43] . This is considered one of the most powerful technique advanced machine learning techniques for computing biophysical parameters from remote sensing data [44] , such as, soil organic carbon [45] , soil salinity [46] , and biomass [47] . The advantage of using SVR is that only two parameters are needed to optimize and SVR works well with small training samples [48] .
Several versions of SVR are available, i.e., Epsilon-SVR, Nu-SVR, and Sequential minimal optimization-RVR [49, 50] , however for soil salinity mapping in this research, Nu-SVR was selected due to the ability to derive high performance models. Thus, the process of building the SMO-SVR model is aiming to generate the following regression function
where λ i , λ * i denote Lagrange multipliers and k(x i , x) is the RBF kernel function. Overall, performance of the SVReg model is controlled by three parameters C, σ, and nu; therefore, they should be carefully selected.
Random Forests
Random Forests (RF), which was proposed by Breiman [51] , is an ensemble based algorithm where the RF model is constructed from sub-decision trees. Thus, using the training dataset D, subsets are generated using bootstrap aggregating algorithm [52] , and then, each subset is used to construct a sub-decision tree using the CART (Classification And Regression Trees) algorithm. At last, a committee is formed by aggregating all sub-decision trees and the RF model is derived.
The RF is reported its efficiency various remote sensing-based applications i.e., mapping of soil properties [53] , retrieving chemical properties of trees [54] , and soil organic carbon [55] . Overall, RF is a fast algorithm and works well with noise variables. In addition, RF is capable to quantify the contribution of input variables to the constructed model, and thus, the relative importance of the input variables could be derived [53] . When building a RF model, two parameters must be properly determined, the number of input variables the number of sub-decision trees used for constructing these sub-decision trees.
Propose Methodology Used
This section describes the proposed methodological flow chart used in this project to derive the soil salinity map for the study area ( Figure 3 ). The preprocessing of the Sentinel-1B SAR data was carried out using the ESA's Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) toolbox version 6.0, which is available at http://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/snap. The rescaling and sampling data were carried out using ArcGIS 10.5 software (ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA, USA, 2018), whereas the modeling process was carried out in Matlab environment using machine learning WEKA API tool [56] . In addition, a python script, which was programmed by the authors, was used to convert the modeling result to a raster format to open in the ArcGIS software.
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The pre-processing of the Sentinel-1B IW GRDH (Ground Range Detected in High resolution) data was carried out through the following steps [57] : first, application of the precise Sentinel-1B orbit, which helps to improve the geolocation accuracy, was carried out using the Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) software [58] . Subsequently, the raw amplitude bands, VV and VH, were radiometrically calibrated to gamma-naught backscatter, γ o VV and γ o V H . The purpose of this calibration was to derive reliable radar backscattering coefficients. It is emphasis that we used the gamma-nought in this study instead of the sigma-nought, a common backscattering coefficient used in the soil salinity mapping [22, 31, 59] , because the gamma-nought backscattering coefficient is less sensitive to the undesirable effects of incidence angles on brightness values [60, 61] . In the next step, the two calibrated γ o VV and γ o V H bands were filtered by applied the Median filter [62] using a 5 × 5 window [63] to reduce speckles and preserve edges [64] , and then, the multi-looking process was applied. Next, the Range-Doppler geometric correction task was carried out to remove terrain induced distortions using NASA's SRTM DEM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission Digital Elevation Model) [65] . Finally, the resulting image bands were re-projected to the national reference system (VN-2000, UTM map projection, Zone 48) using the Bilinear resampling technique and clipped to the boundary of the study area (the Ben Tre province).
Soil Salinity Geodatabase, the Training Set, and the Validation Set
Once the image was successfully preprocessed, the final γ o VV and γ o V H bands were derived, and they were used as the first two input variables for the soil salinity modeling. In addition, texture features deriving from the two bands, γ o VV and γ o V H , were considered for the soil salinity mapping. This is because textures relate to structures and physical properties of the terrain surface, which have proven their efficiency in salt-affected soil mapping [66] . To derive texture features, the Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method proposed by Haralick, et al. [67] was used. GLCM provides radar brightness values that may be considered as key information of structural characteristics of surfaces and their correlations to the neighboring environment. According to Ren, et al. [68] , there is existed linear relationships between salt-affected soils and GLCM based texture features.
In this research, eight GLCM based texture features, which were extracted from the final γ o VV and γ o V H bands, were used for soil salinity. They are correlation texture, contrast texture, homogeneity texture, dissimilarity texture, variance texture, entropy texture, energy texture, and mean texture. The detailed formulas for computing these feature can be found in Taghadosi, Hasanlou, and Eftekhari [22] . To compute these GLCM texture features, values at γ o VV and γ o V H were quantized into 32 bins and a window size of 5 × 5 was used. The computation was carried out using the ESA SNAP toolbox. As a result, a total of 18 input variables (Table 1) , which were in a raster format with a grid size of 10 m, were prepared for soil salinity mapping in this research. Since the soil salinity modeling using machine learning techniques required input values in the rank 0-1 [32] , all input variables (maps) were normalized using Equation (4) in ArcGIS. Finally, a sampling process was carried out between the 63 soil samples and 18 input variables to build a soil salinity database.
where Ip.norm is the normalized value; Ip is the actual value; Ip.max and Ip.min are the maximum value and minimum value. In the next step, the soil salinity database was randomly separated into two subsets, the first one was a training set, which consists of 43 samples, was used to train soil salinity models, whereas the second one was a validating set (20 samples), which was used to check the prediction performance of these models and confirm their accuracy.
Feature Selection
Because 16 variables were generated from the two gamma-naught backscatter bands, γ o VV and γ o V H ; therefore, it is necessary to check if some of them may be redundant due to having similar values [22] or existed noises, which reduce performance of the resulting soil salinity models. For this task, in this research, the Random Forests algorithm (RF) was used for feature selection due to its ability to take into accounts both the impact of each variable individually and the interaction among all variables used [69] . It is noted that the RF was at first developed for classification and regression issues, but later the RF was employed for feature selection. According to Genuer, et al. [70] and Grömping [71] , the RF based variable importance can be efficiently used for problems with both standard and high numbers of input variables, low numbers of samples used, and for both regression and classification.
In the RF, the bootstrap aggregating algorithm was used to generate bootstrap sets from the soil salinity training set, however, it is still around one-third of the training samples are not used [71] and they are called 'out-of-bag' (OOB) samples, which are used to assess the prediction performance of the RF model. Thus, the importance of an input variable can be measured by the permutation-based mean squared error (MSE) reduction [70] as follow:
Firstly, with the decision tree t, which was constructed from a bootstrap set, MSE was calculated as below:
where MSE OOB is mean squared error; nOOB is the total OOB samples; y i is the measure EC value; andŷ iOOB,t is the predicted EC of the i-th sample from the decision tree t, in which this sample has been OOB. Secondly, for input variable x i , which was permuted, MSE was calculated using the following equation:
Finally, variable importance of x i was computed using the following equation [70] VI (
where Ttree is the total sub-decision trees of the RF model. It could be seen that the difference between MSE OOB and MSE OOB [x i permuted] in the entire forest model was used to assess the importance of this input variable x i . In other words, an input variable has no predictive value for the EC when no difference between MSE OOB and MSE OOB [x i permuted].
Model Configurating and Training
Using the training dataset, the five machine learning models were configured and trained. For the Gaussian Processes (GP) model, the best kernel parameter σ was determined based on a trial-and-test analysis. Thus, by varying values for the parameter σ, and then, computed three statistical metrics (RMSE, MAE, and r), σ = 1.205 is the best for the study area. For the Support Vector Regression (SVR) model, three parameters, nu, C, and gamma must be determined using the grid search method and nu = 0.579, C = 1.971, and gamma = 3.77 were the best for the soil salinity data. Regarding the Random Forests (RF) model, for this research, all input variables of the soil salinity were used for generating these sub-decision trees and 1000 sub-trees [72, 73] were used to prevent the model from a problem of poor diversity. To construct the MLP-NN model for soil salinity mapping in this research, the logistic sigmoid was selected as the activation function and the linear function was used as the transfer functions, whereas the learning rate of 0.3 and the momentum of 0.2 were used, whereas the maximum iteration is 500 [73] . The best MLP-NN model with 6 hidden neuron was determined via a trial-and-test analysis presented in [45] (see result in Section 4.2). For building the RBF-NN model for the soil salinity mapping, number of cluster is determined by using the above trial-and-test analysis by varying cluster numbers versus computed r and MAE. As a result, the RBF-NN model with 20 clusters is the best for the study areas (see result in Section 4.2).
Performance Assessment
The performance of the soil salinity models is assessed and compared using three statistical metrics, RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error), and r (correlation coefficient).
whereŷ i and y i are the computed and measured EC values the i-th sample, respectively; y andŷ are the mean values of the measured EC values and the predicted EC values; and n is the total number of sample used.
Final Trained Model and Generating Soil Salinity Maps
Once the five soil salinity models were successfully trained, they were validated and compared using the validation set to determine the best model for the study area. The best model was then used to compute soil salinity values for all pixels of the study area. The result was finally exported to a raster format and open in ArcGIS 10.5 software.
Results
Variable Importance Assessment
Variable importance of the 18 input variables in this research was measured using the average MSE impurity reduction as described in Section 3.3 and the result was shown in Table 1 (27.26) have the smallest permutation-based MSE reduction values, indicating that they are the lowest important variables to the soil salinity in this research. Overall, all input variables had a certain predictive value to the soil salinity (EC); therefore, all of them were selected for developing soil salinity models for this study area.
Model Training and Their Performances
The result of the trial-and-test analysis to determine the best network structure for the MLP-NN model is shown in Table 2 , where the number of hidden neurons was varied from 1 to 30, and then, RMSE, MAE, and r were estimated on both the training set and the validation set. Overall, the degree-of-fit of the MLP-NN model with the training set raised when the number of the hidden neurons was increased. However, the prediction performance the MLP-NN model increased from the structure 18 × 1 × 1 (RMSE = 4.226, MAE = 3.077, and r = 0.523) to the structure 18 × 6 × 1 (RMSE = 3.450, MAE = 2.646, and r = 0.624), and then, the prediction performance was decreased with the increasing hidden neurons; therefore, the best structure of the MLP-NN model was 18 × 6 × 1 (Table 3) . Regarding the RBF-NN model, the same procedure, which was used for the MLP-NN model, was employed to determine the best number of clusters for the network structure. In general, the degree-of-fit of the RBF-NN model with the training set increased when we increased the cluster numbers. However, with the validation set, the prediction performance increased from the RBF-NN model with 2 clusters (RMSE = 4.136, MAE = 3.022, and r = 0.121) to the RBF-NN model with 21 clusters, and then, the prediction performance was deceased with the increasing the cluster number (Table 3) ; therefore, the best structure of the RBF-NN model was 18 × 21 × 1 (RMSE = 2.732, MAE = 1.586, and r = 0.772). Regarding the other three models, as indicated in Section 3.4, σ = 1.205 was the best for the GP model with the soil salinity data, whereas with the SVR model, nu = 0.579, C = 1.971, and gamma = 3.77 were the most suitable and for the RF model, 500 trees were used.
The final training and validating results of the five soil salinity models were shown in Table 4 and Figures 4 and 5 . It could be seen that only four models (RF, GP, RBF-NN) had satisfactory goodness-of-fit to the training set. The highest fit was found for the RF model (RMSE = 2.008, MAE = 1.252, and r = 0.949), followed by the GP model (RMSE = 3.170, MAE = 1.860, and r = 0.839), the MLP-NN model (RMSE = 3.744, MAE = 2.936, and r = 0.836), and the RBF-NN model (RMSE = 3.702, MAE = 1.822, and r = 0.716). In contrast to these models, the SVR model had a low fit to the training set (RMSE = 4.784, MAE = 1.868, and r = 0.685).
Regarding the validating result, the GP model had the highest prediction performance (RMSE = 2.885, MAE = 1.897, and r = 0.808), followed by the RBF-NN model (RMSE = 2.732, MAE = 1.586, and r = 0.772). The other three models, the SVR model (RMSE = 3.946, MAE = 2.091, and r = 0.664), the MLP-NN model (RMSE = 3.450, MAE = 2.646, and r = 0.624), and the RF model (RMSE = 3.417, MAE = 2.269, and r = 0.581), had somewhat low prediction performance. Table 4 . Performance of the five soil salinity models using both the training set and the validation set in this research. RMSE: root mean squared error.
Soil Salinity Model
Training 
Soil Salinity Map
Based on the above analysis, it could be concluded that the GP model is the best for soil salinity mapping of the study area; therefore, the GP model was used to compute soil salinity value for each of all pixels of the Ben Tre province, and then, a soil salinity was generated ( Figure 6 ). Aerial interpretation of the map shows that areas at three districts, Thanh Phu, Ba Tri, and Binh Dai have high degrees of salinity. This is because the three districts are near the East Sea (South China Sea) where the saline water intrudes the land when tide rises through the Dai river, the Ham Luong river, and the Co Chien river. In contrast, areas at the Cho Lach district, the Chau Thanh district, and the Mo Cay district have lower salinity values due to the geographic positions, which are far from the East Sea. 
Discussion
Soil salinization is still a serious problem worldwide, which affects the natural environment, causes losses of agricultural productivity, and food safety [7574] ; therefore, soil salinity mapping is important, providing useful information of soil salinity level, which may be useful for land-use planning and management [7675] . This study addressed the above issue through evaluating the potential of Sentinel-1 SAR imagery for estimating soil salinity using the five state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms. The key issue of using radar images in the soil salinity mapping in this research is that soil moisture content and salinity relating to the soil dielectric properties which are sensitive with radar signals [12] . Also, for soils with dark colored surface layers and over coastal areas where the soil surface is highly affected by moisture content, optical remote sensing imagery provides inaccurate results [38] .
It should be noted that due to lack of a suitable scattering model for modeling SAR backscatter of soil based on salt content, fewer studies have been done in radar remote sensing for salinity estimating, and most of related studies have been dedicated in investigating the spectral behavior of salt affected soils in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. However, determining and assessing the contingency of using Sentinel-1 imagery to map soil salinity and create a relationship between EC measuring and Sentinel-1 data have importance, supporting to cover the weakness of the proposed modeling in this field. Therefore, attention in this paper is to investigate the relationship between measured salinity (EC) and radar images, provided by the Sentinel-1 SAR satellite.
In this regard, due to less sensitivity of incidence angles on brightness values, the gammanought of two polarizations, VV and VH, were used as backscattering coefficients and as input data. By using two gamma-nought images, eighteen image-based texture features were generated and used as input variables of the five machine learning algorithms, MLP-NN, RBF-NN, GP, SVR, and RF. Also, as part of this study, to evaluate the value and rank of each feature, the RF feature selection 
Soil salinization is still a serious problem worldwide, which affects the natural environment, causes losses of agricultural productivity, and food safety [74] ; therefore, soil salinity mapping is important, providing useful information of soil salinity level, which may be useful for land-use planning and management [75] . This study addressed the above issue through evaluating the potential of Sentinel-1 SAR imagery for estimating soil salinity using the five state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms. The key issue of using radar images in the soil salinity mapping in this research is that soil moisture content and salinity relating to the soil dielectric properties which are sensitive with radar signals [12] . Also, for soils with dark colored surface layers and over coastal areas where the soil surface is highly affected by moisture content, optical remote sensing imagery provides inaccurate results [38] .
In this regard, due to less sensitivity of incidence angles on brightness values, the gamma-nought of two polarizations, VV and VH, were used as backscattering coefficients and as input data. By using two gamma-nought images, eighteen image-based texture features were generated and used as input variables of the five machine learning algorithms, MLP-NN, RBF-NN, GP, SVR, and RF. Also, as part of this study, to evaluate the value and rank of each feature, the RF feature selection method was used. Evaluating the performed analysis and the predicted EC results, we can observe the following results:
• Overall, it is still difficult to establish accurately relationships between the soil salinity and radar signals though several attempts have been carried out [22] . The result in this research showed that the direct correlation of each of the radar bands (γ o VV and γ o V H ) to the soil salinity is low indicating that empirical model of soil salinity using single radar is not feasible and this finding is in agreement with Jiang, Rusuli, Amuti, and He [31] . Therefore, combination of various factors is suggested to derive more accuracy models. As a result, 16 texture features derived from the two bands, γ o VV and γ o V H were considered.
• Feature selection was carried out for the 18 input features using RF and the permutation-based MSE reduction value of them varies from 27.26 to 135.33. This indicates that the 18 input features offer certain predictive values to the soil salinity. Further tests were carried out by removing features with low permutation-based MSE reduction values, and then, checking if with the reducing the feature set, the performance of the five regression models may be improved; however, no performance improvement was found. Therefore, it could be concluded that all the incorporated features used for modeling are appropriate and suitable for soil salinity modeling with machine learning methods.
•
Performance of the five regression models (the MLP-NN, the RBF-NN, the GP, the SVR, and the RF) used in this study continues confirming that soil salinity mapping is dependent on methods and techniques used [22, 31] . Among the five models, the GP with RBF kernel function shows the most accuracy (r = 0.808, RMSE = 2.885, and MAE = 1.897). Although the RBF-NN model has lower MAE (1.586) and RMSE (2.732) compared to the GP model; however, correlation coefficient (r = 0.772) of the RBF-NN model is clear lower than that of the GP model. Therefore, GP is a powerful tool, which should be used for soil salinity mapping. The other three models (the MLP-NN, the SVR, and the RF) provide poorly prediction performance though they fit quit well with the training data, indicating that these models exist some degrees of over-fitting. This is because this research has a relatively small number of samples. In addition, both the training and validating set exist samples with extremely high EC values, which are difficult for these models to learn and predict.
• Evaluation of the predicted salinity values, which were obtained from the MLP-NN and the RBF-NN, reveals that the RBF-NN model has better prediction performance comparing to the MLP-NN. In RBF-NN model, the best setting achieved by using 18 as input neuron and 21 as number of clusters. In other side, the MLP-NN reach to EC map by incorporating 18 as input neuron and 6 as hidden neurons with the r = 0.624 and the lowest RMSE of 3.450 (when using all features). Nevertheless, both MLP-NN and RBF-NN provided poorly accuracy results in this research; therefore, newer neural network structures i.e., deep learning neural networks should be investigated.
• For the SVR model, this model had difficulties in learning with extremely high values of EC (three samples with EC values >12 in the training set). In other words, these samples caused a low degree-of-fit of the model. Consequently, the SVR model lacks sensitivities to samples with high EC values in the validating set. More specifically, three samples with EC values >7.9 were predicted as being below 4. In addition, the performance of the SVR model is influenced by its three parameters (C, σ, and nu) and although the grid search algorithm was used to determine the best values for the three parameters; however, it is difficult to conclude that these are the optimal values. Therefore, new machine learning optimization algorithms should be considered to find the optimized values for the three parameters.
• Regarding the RF model, although this model showed excellent goodness-of-fit, but it provided lowest prediction result. This is due to the natural limitation of this algorithm which usually predicted poor results then values in the validating set are outside those in the training sets that the RF was used to trained [76] .
• Overall, the result in this research shows that the incorporating machine learning methods and the Sentinel-1 radar imagery for produce soil EC map with good accuracy is viable. Now, it is possible to estimate salinity for each 10 m × 10 m area at very short intervals of about 6 days. This represents the Radar remotely sensed data as a useful tool for land management studies and soil reclamation programs.
Conclusions
This research has evaluated the potential of Sentinel-1 SAR imagery and the five state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms (the MLP-NN, the RBF-NN, the GP, the SVR, and the RF) to map soil salinity intrusion in the Ben Tre province located on the Mekong River Delta of Vietnam. Based on the obtained results, the following conclusions are derived:
• Although the optical remote sensing images, i.e., Landsat 8 OLI and Sentinel-2 have proven their efficiency in the soil salinity mapping on other areas; however, they are not suitable for the tropical province of Ben Tre due to cloud cover problems.
• Sentinel-1 SAR data, which are not affected by weather conditions, have enough capability to separate saline soils directly by using machine learning methods. It can be concluded that it is conceivable to map soil salinity at short intervals of about 6 days for each 10 m × 10 m area, using the potential of the Sentinel-1 satellite image data and the GP method. This confirms remote sensing as a powerful technology for salinity mapping.
•
Texture features derived from the two bands, γ o VV and γ o V H and Random Forest with Permutation-based MSE reduction are useful for soil salinity modeling.
• Incorporating the potential of full polarized SAR images in different frequency bands (P, L, C, and X) and applying various target decomposition methods to SAR image data for generating salinity models is recommended for future studies.
